
REDUCE DOWNTIME WITH OUTAGE SEASON IN FULL SWING
Fall is in full swing — and for many of our customers, that means outage season. Some helpful topics I cover in this 
newsletter are: 

• Our outage inspection services for nuclear plants and 
other facilities, and why we’re known as the outage 
experts.

• How IIA’s proprietary technologies can help your facility 
get back on line even faster.

• You’ll also meet our own Jeff Meiners, whose persistence 
in problem-solving serves our customers well. 

• We always try to partner with our customers, so whether 
you’re facing an outage or business as usual, you’ll see IIA 
is here to help.

Sincerely,

Jason Schrage

COO, Industrial Inspection & Analysis
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Techniques You Won’t Find 
Anywhere Else
At IIA, we are experts in the most advanced examination 
techniques available today. And we are always working 
to develop the preferred techniques of tomorrow. From 
ARMUT®️’s high-resolution weld images to PASS®️ non-
intrusive valve testing, our patented technologies allow 
us to overcome any inspection challenge. Some of our 
proprietary technology is used in lieu of radiography, 
which provides a safer testing environment for workers. 
Learn more about solutions you won’t find anywhere else.

We Know Nuclear
With nearly 50 years of nuclear power experience, IIA 
understands the complexities and challenges of this highly 
regulated industry. This experience has helped make 
us the go-to inspection experts for plant operators. We 
provide advanced NDE solutions to both domestic and 
international nuclear power plants and offer innovative 
solutions to meet both Section XI and Non-Section XI 
needs. Learn more about our nuclear inspection services 
and view a brief video. 

https://industrial-ia.com/the-inquiring-mind-of-jeff-meiners/
https://industrial-ia.com/technology-and-a-team/
https://industrial-ia.com/iia-industrial-inspections/nuclear-services/nuclear-outage-services/
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(866) 812-2205
 industrial-ia.com/iia-industrial-inspections

What Our Customers Are Saying
“Nuclear power plants are unique and require adhering 

to special safety rules and processes. I believe IIA’s 
nuclear site experience was a critical factor in the 
project’s success.”

– A Key Leader from the Nuclear Division of a Fortune 100  
Energy Company

The Inquiring Mind of Jeff Meiners
Driven by a “need to know” 
mindset, in his free time 
you may find Jeff Meiners 
devouring the Wall Street 
Journal, immersed in 
a game of strategy, or 
surrounded by the parts 
of misbehaving machinery 
he has dismantled (a 
scene his wife has 
become accustomed to). 
As General Manager of 

Facility Services, Jeff oversees field inspections on 
equipment ranging from the Tilt-A-Whirl at the county fair 
to the rail cars that make their way through nearly every 
town. Get to know the inquiring mind of Jeff Meiners.

Let’s Connect
We want to hear from you! Let us know about your inspection and engineering needs. Whether you have a quick 
technical question or need urgent, on-site assistance, we’re here for you. Call us at (866) 812-2205 or complete our 
online form and we’ll get back to you within 24 hours.

Be sure to follow IIA on LinkedIn to learn about the latest tools and techniques we’re using to solve our clients’ 
problems and make the world safer.

Make IIA Part of Your Outage Team

From the planning stage to post-repair testing, IIA is your 
outage ally. We offer a wide range of outage services 
— from boiler, tank and piping inspections to quality 
assurance and foreign object retrieval. With nearly 50 
years of industry experience, we understand the ins and 
outs of outages and the regulatory requirements you face. 
Our team can mobilize quickly to help your plant get back 
on line — on time and within budget.

https://industrial-ia.com/iia-industrial-inspections/
https://industrial-ia.com/the-inquiring-mind-of-jeff-meiners/
https://go.industrial-ia.com/e/852843/iia-industrial-inspections-/ppyhcr/415242811?h=_CsQQoxC_UDUj3dKlWeGM_18iZnQ-ORCOjesE0GOwbI
https://www.linkedin.com/company/industrial-ia/

